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CHAPTER1- Introduction
Tina is a software product that automatically backs up and archives data. It also provides safe
data restore with the Time Navigation concept.

DB2 Enterprise Edition is a relational database manufactured by IBM. DB2 is designed to work
with a media manager software to back up and restore data to and from a storage media.

Tina for DB2 is an option designed to back up and safely restore DB2 databases 

The Tina for DB2 option contains two backup and restore modes:
• Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode
• Tina for DB2 Command Mode

Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode
This Tina agent offers a graphical view of the DB2 objects, and enables users to configure and
schedule backups graphically. In addition, users have access to all the Tina features including
the Time Navigation, to easily select and restore objects.

Backup control is available through the Tina monitoring tools, such as the events and alarms
viewers.

Rollforward is automatically performed if needed at the end of a restore session.

Main Features
These are Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode main features:
• Securing DB2 instance data with Tina Server through DB2 native administration interface.
• Detecting the DB2 instance databases.
• Enabling the Web Administration administration scheduling.
• Adjusting the backup mode (online/offline) to the database configuration

(circular/capture/archive logging).
• Managing the database archived logs.
• Representing the DB2 instance through a graphical restore interface at different points in

time.
• Rolling forward the database to the end of log.
• Enabling crash recovery of the DB2 instance.
• Cross-restoring a database to another platform.

Tina for DB2 Command Mode
Tina for DB2 interfaces with DB2 databases to perform these operations:
• Mount, label and unmount cartridges.
• Control drives and libraries.
• Transfer data on the storage media.

Tina for DB2 1



• Record backup information in the Tina catalog.

DB2 launches backups and restores through the Control Center or the Command Line
Processor.

Tina for DB2 Command Mode consists of these tools:
• Tina for DB2 with DB2 Native Interfaces, a database backup and restore interface.
• Tina for DB2 User Exit for Log Files, an archiving and restore interface for DB2 log files.

Main Features
These are Tina for DB2 Command Mode main features:
• Hot backup of DB2 databases on tape
• Full, incremental and delta backup
• Automatic archiving of DB2 log files
• DB2 database restore
• DB2 log file restore
• Automated control of backup media

2 Tina for DB2
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CHAPTER2-Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode
These topics present and describe Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode:

l Presenting Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode
l Installing and ConfiguringTina for DB2 Graphical Mode
l Presenting the Meta-tree
l Backing up DB2 Data
l Restoring Data
l Additional Information

Presenting Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode
This topic describes this information:
• DB2 Instance Structure
• DB2 Instance Administration
• Backup and Recovery Principles

DB2 Instance Structure
The DB2 instance, also called Database Manager, handles data. It controls data transactions
and the system resources allocated to data. Each instance represents a working DB2
environment with its own databases. Databases cannot be shared between instances. This
diagram illustrates the instance organization:

This table describes the DB2 components:
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DB2
Component Description

Database A relational database arranges data in a group of tables. Each database
contains at least these components:

• System catalog tables that describe the physical and logical data structure.
The system catalog tables also gather information concerning object
definition and user access rights to these objects.

• A configuration file containing the value of the parameters defined for the
database.

• A recovery log containing ongoing transactions.
• A recovery history file keeping track of all backup and restore operations.

This file is useful to recover all or part of a database at a specific point in
time.

• Databases can be partitioned.

Database
Alias

An alias is an access point to a database composed of the alias name, user
authentication, comment, etc. It is stored in the database directory of the
instance.

Nodegroup A nodegroup is a set of one or more database partitions.

Tablespace A tablespace is a logical gathering of table. The tablespace attributes are
recorded in the system catalog tables. Tablespaces are composed of
containers. A container is a physical object containing tables.

Table A table consists of data organized in rows and columns. Data located in the
same table are logically related. Data in tables can be accessed through an
SQL request.

For details concerning DB2 architecture concepts, see the IBM documentation, especially the
DB2 Universal Database Administration Guide.

DB2 Instance Administration

Administration Tools

Control Center
The DB2 Control Center (db2cc) is a graphical tool used to administer instances, databases and
their objects, such as views, tables or indexes. This is the Control Center main window:

4 Tina for DB2
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For additional information concerning the Control Center, see the IBM documentation, especially
the Administration Guide: Implementation.

Command Line Processor
Use the command line processor (CLP) to launch utilities or SQL requests on databases. You
can start the CLP with one of these modes:
• Interactive, with the db2 => prompt.
• Command, where each command must be prefixed with db2.
• Batch, using the -f option.

The quit and terminate commands bring you out of the interactive mode.

The ? character enables you to get some help on all available commands.

The ! character enables you to execute a system command.

System Commands
You can use system commands in a script or in a command mode screen to maintain
DB2 instances.

For additional information concerning the Command Line Processor and the system commands,
see the IBM documentation, especially the Command ReferenceGuide.

Tina for DB2 5
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Instance Environment

OS Instance Environment

Windows Each DB2 instance is defined with the DB2INSTANCE environment variable for the
entire system. You can specify or create an administrator upon creating the
instance. The administrator’s name is usually db2admin in the system domain.
He has DB2 administrative rights for the instance, namely, the SYSADM,
SYSCTRL, and SYSMAINT authority.

The setup creates a command window tab that defines the environment of the
DB2 instance installed on the system, for all the DB2 administration tools.

Unix Each DB2 instance has an administrator user bearing the same name as the
instance. That user has DB2 administrative rights for the instance, namely, the
SYSADM, SYSCTRL and SYSMAINT authority.

Prior to using DB2 administration tools, you must run these scripts to define the
instance environment in the active shell:

• . INSTHOME/sqllib/db2profile in Bourne and Korn shell.
• source INSTHOME/sqllib/db2cshrc in C shell.

where INSTHOME is the DB2 instance directory.

Starting and Stopping a DB2 Instance

OS Procedure

Windows Starting or stopping the instance takes place through a service bearing the same
name as the instance. These are the options to start and stop an instance on
Windows:

• In the Windows service manager.
• With the net start and net stop commands.
• With db2start or db2stop.

Unix To start or stop an instance:

1 Execute the db2profile or db2cshrc environment script.

2 Launch the db2start command to start, or db2stop to stop the instance.

Database Configuration Parameters
You can view the list of the database configuration parameters using this command through the
Command Line Processor:

db2 => get database configuration for <db_alias>

You can modify the database configuration parameters using this command through the
Command Line Processor:

6 Tina for DB2
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db2 => update database configuration for <db_alias> using <parameter_name>
<parameter_value>

Backup and Recovery Principles
Backing up a database consists in copying data to guarantee its availability, should the original
data be damaged. The copy is stored on a different media. If the database is corrupted, you can
rebuild it from a backed up file. This process is called recovery. Recovery enables you to
reassemble incomplete or missing transactions to bring the database to a consistent status.

You can use these two different recovery methods:
• Version Recovery consists in restoring a previous version of the database from a backed

up file. All the transactions performed after the backup are lost.
• Rollforward Recovery enables to restore all the transactions performed after the backup. In

order to recover a database with a rollforward, you must have backed up the database, and
archived the logs.

For additional information concerning the DB2 backup principles, see the IBM documentation,
especially the Data Recovery and High Availability Guide and Reference.

A database can be backed up, whether it is online or offline.

Online Backup
During the online backup of a database, other applications and processes can still access it and
read or modify data. The database is still available. Online backup operations are only supported
if the rollforward is enabled in DB2 with the archive logging mode. This enables you to recover the
whole database, should a restore operation be needed.

Offline Backup
During the offline backup of a database, none of the applications can access it. Offline backup
sessions are faster because no log needs to be backed up.

Log Mirroring
Log mirroring lets the database write an identical second copy of log files to a different path.
Should a disk failure or an accidental deletion of an active log file occur, the database can still be
used.

To set log mirroring for the database, set the MIRRORLOGPATH configuration parameter
through this DB2 command:

db2 => update database configuration for <db_alias> using mirrorlogpath
<directory_path>

For additional information concerning log mirroring, see the IBM documentation.

Managing the Recovery Log
Each DB2 database contains a recovery log (or system log) consisting of files that keep track of
all the database modifications. If the database needs to be restored at a point in time later than
the last backup date, the modifications made after the last backup date must be reapplied.

Tina for DB2 7
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Three methods are available for managing recovery logs:

Recovery Log
Management
Method

Description

Circular
logging

When the log files are full, the database reuses the first log file, overwriting it.
This mode does not allow the online backup of the database.

Capture
logging

Log files are retained until replication processing is completed, at which time
they are deleted automatically. This mode does not allow the online backup
of the database, nor rollforward operations.

Archive
logging

When the log files are full, the database creates as many new log files as
necessary.
The new log files are called active log files. The previous log files then
become inactive and are no longer used by DB2. They remain on disk until
they are archived by a storage program.

Installing and Configuring
Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode
This topic describes the Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode client installation. It describes how to
configure a DB2 application through the Web Administration on the backup server and how to
test the connection between Tina and the DB2 instance.

Prerequisites
This table lists the Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode prerequisites:

Prerequisites Description

Supported
operating
systems and
versions

The list of operating systems supported by Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode is
subject to frequent changes; for the most up-to-date information, see the
Tina Compatibility Guide.

Disk Space At least 60 MB.

Architecture You must install Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode on each server to back up.
The DB2 instance and Tina agent communicate through the DB2
Administrative APIs. Data is sent through DB2 backup and restore APIs for
Vendor Product.

8 Tina for DB2
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Prerequisites Description

DB2
Configuration

To be able to perform online backups, set these parameters on your DB2
databases:

• Set the logretain database parameter to RECOVERY.
• Set the userexit database parameter to OFF.
From DB2 version 8.2 onwards, the logarchmeth1 and logarchmeth2
parameters have replaced the userexit and logretain parameters;
however, they are still supported for back-level compatibility.

To perform online backups you can use these two configurations:

• logarchmeth1=logretain and logarchmeth2=OFF (Use of the syntax
of the former parameters).

• logarchmeth1=DISK:path (Use of the DISK:method).
DB2 v10 uses a different directory structure to archive log files. See
Updating DB2 v9 to v10 for details.

DB2
Configuration
Parameters

These are the parameter syntax equivalences between DB2 pre-8.2
versions and version 8.2 and later:

Before version 8.2:

• logretain=recovery
• logretain=off
From version 8.2 on:

• logarchmeth1=logretain and logarchmeth2=off
• logarchmeth1=off and logarchmeth2=off
For more information on how to modify parameters, see Database
Configuration Parameters and DB2 documentation.

If you do not set one of these parameters to the correct value, DB2 only
performs offline backups.

Modifying these parameters requires to disconnect all the DB2 database
client applications so that the new value is taken into account.

You must perform offline the first backup after changing the value, either
from logretain=off to logretain=recovery or from logarchmeth1=off
to logarchmeth1=logretain. A warning in Restore & Archive Manager
informs that you must perform the backup off-line. Once you have done this,
you can perform backups online.

Installing Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode
You must install a Tina agent on the machine hosting the DB2 instance, if you have not already
done so.

See the Tina Installation Documentation for details on installation.

Tina for DB2 9
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Installed Files
The Tina for DB2 setup installs the files listed in this table:

OS List of Installed Files

Windows • %TINA_HOME%\Bin\libtina_db2_x.dll
• %TINA_HOME%\Bin\libtina_db2vp_x.dll
• %TINA_HOME%\Bin\tina_db2bar_x.exe
• <DB2_installation_directory>\bin\libtina_

clt.dll
Where x is the DB2 version number.

Unix • $TINA_HOME/Bin/tina_db2bar_x
• $TINA_HOME/Lib/libtina_db2_x.so
• $TINA_HOME/Lib/libtina_db2vp_x.so
Where x is the DB2 version number.

AIX • $TINA_HOME/Bin/tina_db2bar_x
• $TINA_HOME/Lib/libtina_db2_x.a
• $TINA_HOME/Lib/libtina_db2vp_x.so
Where x is the DB2 version number.

System Environment Variables
Prior to launching the Tina daemon (tina_daemon), you must set these variables:
• On IBM AIX, the $LIBPATH environment variable of the root user on the client must

contain the <DB2_installation_directory>/lib path.
• On SUN Solaris and Linux, the $LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable of the root user

on the client must contain the <DB2_installation_directory>/lib path.

Note: lib corresponds to either lib32 or lib64 depending on the Tina version installed.

Configuring a DB2 Application
In the Web Administration, you must create a DB2 application for each DB2 instance to back up.

To create a DB2 application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms   Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define these DB2 Application Parameters:

10 Tina for DB2
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DB2
Application
Parameters

Description

Host Selection Select the host on which the DB2 instance is installed.

General Information.

Application
Name

Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the name
given to the application backup folder. You can edit it at a later date if
needed without losing backups.

You must give a different name to each application.

Application
Type

Select the DB2 application.

Application
Version

Select the version of the DB2 application.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information.

Owner Enter the name of the user who has access to the application.
The owner of the application is the operating system user who performs
backups.

OnWindows, the owner name must be preceded by the domain name
(DOMAIN\User).

The Tina administrator must declared this user in the Web Administration.

Owner
Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the Owner password and confirm it.

Access User Enter the name of the DB2 user who has access to the application.

Access User
Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the Access User password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.

Tina for DB2 11
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DB2
Application
Parameters

Description

Path to the
DB2 Dynamic
Library

Enter the access path to the Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode library. The
default value is (libtina_db2_?.dll)onWindows, (libtina_db2_?.so)
or (libtina_db2_?.sl) on Unix, and (libtina_db2_?.a) on AIX.

Remove the parenthesis and replace the ? by the corresponding DB2
version (i.e., libtina_db2_10.dll for DB2 version 10 onWindows).

For the DB2 version 8.1 FP15 with a Linux kernel 2.6, replace the ? by 8_
fp15. For DB2 version 8 on a 64-bit Solaris platform with a 32-bit instance,
replace the ? by 8_32.

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1. Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2. Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays in
the Details tab.

3. Click Apply and Close.

4. Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of defined
optional variables is specified in the list (i.e., Optional (3/13)).

If you do not remember which value you can enter, point your mouse on the
variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the variable.
To edit an optional variable:

1. Click the variable value in the list.

2. Enter the new variable value.

To remove an optional variable:

• Select the variable in the list and click Remove.
For a detailed list of all the environment variables available for the DB2
application, see Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

A user defined variable is a variable that does not display in the existing
variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

1. Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An empty
field displays in the list of user defined variables.

2. Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.

3. Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Check the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

12 Tina for DB2
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6. If you have created the application successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or

7. If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.
8. Select the application you have just created in the list and click the Enable Application

button to enable the application.

Connecting to Restore & Archive Manager
Once you have created the DB2 application in the Web Administration, you should test the DB2
connection and parameters by launching Restore & Archive Manager.

To test the Tina/DB2 connection

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager for the newly created application. The authentication
window displays.

2. Enter the name and the password of the DB2 instance owner. Restore & Archive Manager
meta-tree displays. It contains the root directory.

3. Double-click the root directory. Tina tries to connect to the DB2 instance. If you set up the
connection correctly, the child directory corresponding to the DB2 instance displays. If an
error occurs, the root directory remains open but an error icon and a message display.
See the Tina Events (Current Activity   Events in the Web Administration) and go back to
the beginning of the topic to reconfigure the connection parameters.
If you cannot solve the problem, contact Atempo Technical Support.

4. Double-click the DB2 instance directory. Tina controls the access user. If the user has
sufficient rights, the database directory displays. If not, an error icon and a message display.

5. Browse through DB2 database directories to check the DB2 database configuration.

Presenting the Meta-tree
This topic describes the DB2 meta-tree structure and the objects it contains:
• Meta-tree
• DB2 Objects

Meta-tree
Restore & Archive Manager is now connected to the DB2 instance. Double click the directories to
explore the meta-tree representing the DB2 instance.

Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode uses the DB2 Administrative API to access the DB2 administration
tables and give a representation of the DB2 instance. The sorting order in the meta-tree
determines the order in which Tina backs up the objects. A backup proceeds from the top to the
bottom of the meta-tree as displayed in Restore & Archive Manager.

Meta-tree Objects
The Tina application meta-trees are composed of objects similar to those found in a POSIX file
system.

Tina for DB2 13
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Object Designation
Each object in the meta-tree has its own meta-path. Similarly to a POSIX system, an object meta-
path is composed of the names of each ascending meta-directory followed by the name of the
object. Each element is separated by a ’/’.

Example. The meta-file representing the SAMPLE database could have this meta-path:
/db2inst1/SAMPLE/database.

You can use this meta-path in command line binaries such as tina_restore.

Object Status
Meta-objects have a color indicator called a diode to indicate their status. This table lists the
diode colors and the corresponding statuses:

Color Status

Gray Unknown

Green Accessible

Orange Transitional

Red Unavailable

Object description
This table lists the different meta-tree objects and their descriptions:

Meta-tree
Objects Description

Meta-files The objects containing files to back up are represented as meta-files.

Tina records meta-file attributes in its catalog and on versions. It records meta-
file only on media.

Meta-links Ameta-link is an object that only contains attributes. It has no data to back up.

Tina records these attributes its catalog as well as on media.

Meta-
directories

Meta-directories are structural gatherings of objects. They can in turn be
gathered into meta-directories.

The highest meta-directory is the meta-root. Its symbol is ’/’.

DB2 Objects
This image shows a typical DB2 meta-tree:
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This table described the DB2 instance objects:

DB2 Objects Description

Root Meta-
directory (/)

This meta-directory is the entry point to the meta-tree. It displays as soon as
Restore & Archive Manager is initialized before connecting to the DB2
instance.

Information
Meta-directory

This meta-directory contains the Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode environment
variables, as well as some other information on the environment.

Instance Meta-
directory

This meta-directory bears the same name as the DB2 instance. It displays
as soon as Tina is connected to the instance. It contains the meta-
directories representing the databases.

Database Meta-
directories

These meta-directories bear the name of the databases they are related to.
They contain the database meta-file, the logs meta-directory and the
synchronizer meta-file. There is no logs meta-directory nor any
synchronizer meta-file for the databases which do not support online
backups.

Alias Meta-link These meta-links bear the name of the aliases they relate to. The target is
the name of the database that can be accessed from the alias. Between
parenthesis is the comment contained in the alias.

Tina for DB2 15
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DB2 Objects Description

database Meta-
File

The database meta-file has a fixed name. It represents a database.

The database meta-file status diode is red whenever there is a potential
problem with the database, if the base is offline, stopped or could not be
reloaded. You should verify the database status and its configuration
options using DB2 Control Center or Command Line Processor.

The database meta-file status diode is orange if the database is in transition
mode, if a restore or rollforward is in progress. You should verify the
database status and its configuration options using DB2 Control Center or
Command Line Processor.

Select the database meta-directory and select Tree   Selection   Contents
in Restore & Archive Manager to view the database meta-file attributes. The
attributes are the access date, the backup mode, the first active log and the
meta-object name.

The size, in bytes, is estimated by adding the size of all data files and
transaction logs.

Logs Meta-
directory

The Logs meta-directories have fixed names. They contain log meta-files
and a meta-link recording the physical location of the log files provided by
the LOGPATH configuration parameter.

The status diode of the meta-files is green if the log is active and orange if
the log file is archived.

You can view offline archived logs by enabling a time navigation period after
backup.

These meta-directories only display if the database supports online backup.

mirrored_log
Meta-Link

The mirrored_logmeta-link shows the path of the directory in which the
mirror logs are stored.

logarchmeth1
and
logarchmeth2
Meta-Links

The logarchmeth1 and logarchmeth2meta-links indicate the path of the
archived log files used by DB2. This path is automatically created from the
path specified in the DISK:method to which DB2 adds the instance name,
the database name, the node name and the current log chain name.

These meta-links only display if the DISK:method is used. The method is
available from DB2 version 8.2 onwards.

Synchronizer
Meta-file

This is a meta-file that contains no data. At each backup, Tina backs up a
version of the file, assigning it the backup mode and first active log as
attributes. The versions show the possible entry points for restoring the
database to which this synchronizer meta-file is linked.
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Backing up DB2 Data
This topic details the different backup mechanisms used by Tina:
• Backing up a DB2 instance
• Configuring Backup

Backing up a DB2 instance
Tina supports two backup types: full backups and incremental backups.

This table describes both backup types:

Backup
Types Description

Full A full backup backs up the databases as well as the logs. For each full backup,
Tina creates a new version of the meta-file containing a copy of the database
in the Restore & Archive Manager meta-tree.

To perform online backups, you must set the log retain DB2 parameter to
RECOVERY. If not,Tina performs offline backups.

To perform offline backups, all users must be disconnected from the
database. If some users are still connected, the backup fails.

If an error occurs during a full backup, the corresponding backup version is
deemed fuzzy and receives a question mark "?" in its attributes. Tina issues a
minor alarm, attached to the backup job and the DB2 application in the Web
Administration.

Incremental If the database supports online backups, the incremental backup only backs
up log files.

If the database does not support online backups, Tina performs a full backup
even though you have scheduled an incremental backup.

During incremental backups, if some archived logs are missing, Tina performs
a full backup even though you have scheduled an incremental backup.

During the first incremental backup following a full backup, the obsolete
archived logs are deleted from the LOGPATH directory. Archived logs are
considered obsolete if they are older than the first active log of the last full
backup.

Incremental or Full Backup?
Backups generate obsolete log files that are only deleted during incremental backups. You must
only schedule incremental backups for DB2 databases supporting online backups.
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Mirrored Logs
Whenever Tina cannot find a log file during a backup, it uses the mirrored log and the backup is
completed. Tina issues an alarm to indicate that the primary log file has disappeared.

Configuring Backup
You must configure the Tina objects described in this table to back up the databases
automatically.

Object Description

Media Pool See the Tina Administration Documentation to create or edit a media pool.

Backup
Strategy

See the Tina Administration Documentation to create or edit a strategy.

tar and cpio formats are not allowed for DB2 backups in graphical mode because
of problems which may occur when restoring log files.

Backup
Selection

By default, Tina automatically sets a backup selection on the root meta-directory
of the file tree so as to back up all the databases. This default backup selection
has these settings:

• It is associated with all the backup strategies
• No filter is set
• No time phase is excluded
• The data format is compressed and not encoded
If you need to modify this default backup selection or create new backup
selections, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Parallel Backup
Tina Parallel backup is a functionality that increases system performance by allowing you to split
backup jobs into several processes that run simultaneously.

Note: The parallel backup onWindows for DB2 is not available.

Parallelization is enabled at backup selection level. During a backup, each time Tina encounters
a backup selection declared as parallelized, it spawns a different backup process. The maximum
number of simultaneous streams is defined in the strategy (Parallelism Index). You can run as
many simultaneous streams as there are available drives.

To configure parallel backups

1. Set backup selections on the databases that you want to parallelize, and select the
Parallelized check box in the Properties tab.

Note: Parallelization is only available for databases. Do not set a parallelized backup
selection on another type of meta-object.
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2. In the Advanced tab of the backup strategy, enter a Parallelism Index equal to the number
of drives. The parallel index must be greater than 1.

For more information on backup selections and strategies, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

Restoring Data
This topic presents various restore scenarios. These scenarios describe the steps to take to
minimize losses. Ensure that your backup administrator is familiar with the processes described
in this topic to ensure a prompt recovery in case of an emergency.

Note: As Tina performs cold restores, all users must disconnect from the databases before
a restore.

Restore Scenarios

Restoring a lost database
This scenario describes the procedure that you must follow to restore a lost database.

To restore a lost database

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, open the meta-directory associated with the version.
2. Enable the Show deleted files option in order to display the meta-directory associated with

the lost database. This meta-directory is grayed out.
3. Select the check box on the left of the database meta-directory.

4. Select Restore   Run.
5. Select the restore parameters and click OK to start the restore operation.

For more information, see the Tina Restore Documentation.

If the restored database was set in archive logging mode during backup, Tina automatically
performs a rollforward of all the log files. If you want to apply the logs manually, see Prerequisites.

Restoring a database previous version
This scenario describes the procedure you must follow to restore a previous version of a
database.

Prerequisites

If the database is in archive logging mode, you must disable the automatic rollforward feature.
Set the TINA_DB2_ROLLFORWARD environment variable to no.
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For more information on environment variables, see Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment
Variables.

Note: Once the restore operation is complete, you must edit the variable again to enable
automatic rollforward in case you need it for the next restore session.

To restore a previous version of a database

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, open the meta-directory associated with the version.
2. Select the Synchronizer meta-file.
3. Select Tree   Selection   Versions.

The Versions in Time window displays.

4. Select the version corresponding to the version of the database that you want to restore and
click Synchronize. The meta-tree synchronizes on the selected version.

5. Select the check box on the left of the database meta-directory.
6. Select Restore   Run.
7. Select the restore parameters and click OK to start the restore operation.

For more information, see the Tina Administration Documentation.
8. At the end of the restore session, the database is in rollforward pending status. Enter these

commands in the DB2 Command Line Processor to put the database online as it was when
the last transaction was committed on December 27 2010 at 16:26:

db2 => rollforward db sample1 to 2010-12-
27.16.26.42

Rollforward Status

Input database alias = sample1

Number of nodes have returned
status

= 1
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Node number = 0

Rollforward status = DB working

Next log file to be read = S0000013.LOG

Log files processed = S0000006.LOG - S0000012.LOG

Last committed transaction = 2010-12-27-15.26.43.000000

db2 => rollforward db sample1 complete

Rollforward Status

Input database alias = sample1

Number of nodes have returned
status

= 1

Node number = 0

Rollforward status = not pending

Next log file to be read =

Log files processed = S0000006.LOG - S0000012.LOG

Last committed transaction = 2010-12-27-15.26.43.000000

DB20000I The ROLLFORWARD command completed
successfully.

Specific Scenarios

Log File Restore Directory Overflow
If the directory in which the log files are stored during the restore session is not large enough, you
can store the log files in another directory.

Set the TINA_DB2_OVERFLOW_LP environment variable by specifying the path of the additional
directory.

For more information, see Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables.

Restoring a Database in Automatic Storage
Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode supports databases in Automatic Storage from DB2 version 9.1
onwards.
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You must use the TINA_DB2_REDIRECT_PATH variable to specify a restore path different from the
original one (at database creation). These restore scenarios may apply:
• Restoring to another Database.
• Restoring to another Directory.
• Restoring to another Instance (Cross-Restore).

Variable Description

TINA_DB2_
REDIRECT_
PATH

Specifies the restore path of the database data files. Can contain a list of paths
separated by commas.

TINA_DB2_
NEWLOGPATH

Specifies the restore path of the database log files.

TINA_DB2_
TARGET_PATH

Specifies the restore path of the database configuration files and possibly of
the database log files if the variable TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH is not specified.

Important: Do not use the TINA_DB2_REDIRECT_PATH variable in conjunction with the
TINA_DB2_CONTAINER_CFG variable. A warning is issued and the restore canceled if you
specify both.

Configuration File and Log File Redirection

These are the possible scenarios to redirect configuration and log files:
• If you set both the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH and TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variables, then

the restore path specified in the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variable is taken into account for
the log file redirection. The restore path specified in the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variable
only applies to the configuration files.
These two variables are useful if you want to redirect configuration and log files separately.

• If you set the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variable and not the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH
variable, then the restore path specified in the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variable is taken
into account for both the configuration and log file redirection.

• If you do not set the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH nor the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variables,
then the restore path of the configuration and log files is the default database path of the
instance.

For more information on variables, see Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables.

Restoring a Database in NON-Automatic Storage
Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode enables you to redefine tablespace containers when restoring a
database which is NOT in Automatic Storage (DMS or SMS databases) from DB2 version 9
onwards.

Use the TINA_DB2_CONTAINER_CFG variable to specify a file that contains the full path of a
configuration script containing the set tablespace containers DB2 commands.
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Variable Description

TINA_DB2_
CONTAINER_
CFG

Specifies an existing script file that contains the set tablespace
containers DB2 commands used to define the storage locations.

TINA_DB2_
NEWLOGPATH

Specifies the restore path of the database log files.

TINA_DB2_
TARGET_PATH

Specifies the restore path of the database configuration files and possibly of
the database log files if the variable TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH is not specified.

Important: Do not use the TINA_DB2_CONTAINER_CFG variable in conjunction with the
TINA_DB2_REDIRECT_PATH variable. A warning issued and the restore canceled if both are
specified.

Configuration and Log File Redirection

These are the possible scenarios to redirect configuration and log files:
• If you set the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH and TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variables, then the

restore path specified in the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variable is taken into account for the
log file redirection. The restore path specified in the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variable only
applies to the configuration files.
These two variables are useful if you want to redirect configuration and log files separately.

• If you set the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variable and not the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH
variable, then the restore path specified in the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variable is taken
into account for both the configuration and log file redirection.

• If you do not set the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH nor the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variables,
then the restore path of the configuration and log files is the default database path of the
instance.

For more information on variables, see Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables.

Restoring Data to Another Database
You can restore a DB2 database to another database provided that it is part of the same DB2
instance.

Set the TINA_DB2_TARGET_DB environment variable by specifying the name of the target
database.

If you also set the TINA_DB2_OVERFLOW_LP environment variable, Tina performs an automatic
rollforward if needed.

See Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables.

Note: When this variable is set, Tina can only restore one database during a restore
session.

If the DB2 database to restore has a mirror log path, you must perform another operation to
achieve the recover of the database.

See Restoring the Mirror Log Directory.
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From the DB2 version 9.1 onwards, if the DB2 database to restore is in Automatic Storage, you
must use the TINA_DB2_REDIRECT_PATH and TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variables. If you want to
redirect configuration and log files separately, you can use the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variable.

See Restoring a Database in Automatic Storage.

Restoring Database-Managed or System-Managed Space Databases

If you try to restore a database-managed space database (DMS) or a system-managed space
database (SMS) to another database, you may encounter this error:

SQL0294N The container is already in use

To solve the problem, you must redirect the inaccessible containers to another existing directory.
The redirection is performed using the TINA_DB2_CONTAINER_CFG environment variable, that
specifies the restore path for the containers.

Restoring to Another Directory
You can restore a DB2 database to another directory. Set the TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH
environment variable by specifying the restore path.

If you also set the TINA_DB2_OVERFLOW_LP environment variable, Tina performs an automatic
rollforward if needed.

See Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables.

If the DB2 database to restore has a mirror log path, you must perform another operation to
achieve the recover of the database.

See Restoring the Mirror Log Directory.

From the DB2 version 9.1 onwards, if the DB2 database to restore is in Automatic Storage, you
must use the TINA_DB2_REDIRECT_PATH and TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variables. If you want to
redirect configuration and log files separately, you can use the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variable.

See Restoring a Database in Automatic Storage.

Restoring the Mirror Log Directory
When restoring a database, Tina recreates the mirror log directory if necessary. It performs this
operation prior to running the restore command, so that DB2 can generate the SQLPATH.TAG file.
If Tina cannot recreate the directory, it issues an alarm but the restore operation continues.

When restoring the DB2 database to another database, directory or instance, DB2 tries to use
the original mirror log path of the original database. It issues an error. The restore is complete but
not the recover.

To achieve the recover, you must assign a new mirror log path to the restored database, then
perform the rollforward with this command:

ROLLFORWARD DATABASE <NAME> TO END OF LOGS AND COMPLETE

On cross-restore of a database having a mirror log path, you must not set the TINA_DB2_
OVERFLOW_LP environment variable.
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Restoring a Database Alias
You can restore a database alias, either independently or during a database restore, by selecting
the alias meta-link in the meta-tree.

Note: You must drop an alias through the uncatalog DB2 command before restoring it.

Restoring the Database Backup File on Disk
You can restore the backup file of the DB2 database on disk.

Set the TINA_DB2_DUMP_TO_DISK environment variable by specifying the restore path. The path
must be an existing directory path that contains the backup file containing the database backup.
There must be enough space in the directory to restore the backup file. The name of the file
corresponds to the name of the database.

Cross-Restoring
You can restore a DB2 database to another instance.

If the DB2 database to restore has a mirror log path, you must perform another operation to
achieve the recover of the database.

See Restoring the Mirror Log Directory.

From the DB2 version 9.1 onwards, if the DB2 database to restore is in Automatic Storage, you
must use the TINA_DB2_REDIRECT_PATH and TINA_DB2_TARGET_PATH variables. If you want to
redirect configuration and log files separately, you can use the TINA_DB2_NEWLOGPATH variable.

See Restoring a Database in Automatic Storage.

Prerequisites

You must meet these prerequisites to perform a cross-restore operation:
• There must be the same operating system (same version) on both the source and the

target platforms.
• There must be the same version of DB2 on both the source and the target platforms.
• Tina must be present on both the source and the target platforms.
• The user performing the restore operation must be allowed to restore objects and open

backup folders.

For more information on the user access rights, see the Tina Restore Documentation.

Graphical Mode

To perform a cross-restore in graphical mode

1. In the Web Administration, create another DB2 application associated with the host where
you want to restore the database (target host). See To create a DB2 application.

2. Set the TINA_DB2_OVERFLOW_LP environment variable to specify the log file restore
directory. See Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables.

3. Open Restore & Archive Manager of the target application.
4. Select Backup   Application   Folder and select the source application. The DB2

application meta-tree displays.
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Note: If you cannot access the Backup   Application   Folder menu, ensure that the
user has the appropriate rights mentioned in the prerequisites.

5. Select the check box on the left of the source database meta-directory.
6. Select Restore   Run.
7. Select the restore parameters and click OK to start the restore operation.

See the Tina Restore Documentation.

You can now use the restored files on the target platform.

Command Mode

You can perform the cross-restore operation through the tina_restore command.

Example.

tina_restore -folder appl.joe.db2inst1 -folder_dest appl.joe.db2inst2 -
catalog d37 -path_folder /db2inst1/SAMPLE.

See the Command Line Interface Guide.

Additional Information
This topic gives you information on Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables as well
as how Updating DB2 v9 to v10

Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode Environment Variables
You must add the mandatory environment variables in the Tina DB2 application. Declare optional
variables if needed.

This table describes all the Tina for DB2 variables that you can use:

Environment
variables

Possible values
[default] Description Status

DB2INSTANCE String

[Access user name]

Name of the current DB2
instance.

Optional
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Environment
variables

Possible values
[default] Description Status

TINA_APP_LIB_
PATH

Access path
Automatically set to
(libtina_db2_?.so) or
(libtina_db2_?.sl) on
Unix, (libtina_
db2_?.a) on AIX and
(libtina_db2_?.dll) on
Windows

Access path to the Tina for
DB2 Graphical Mode library.

You must replace the ? by
the proper DB2 version (8, 9
or 10) and remove the
parenthesis.

For the DB2 version
8.1 FP15 with a Linux kernel
2.6, replace the ? by 8_fp15.
For DB2 Version 8 on a 64-
bit Solaris platform with a
32-bit instance, replace the
? by 8_32.

Mandatory

TINA_DB2_
BUFFER_NUMBER

Integer between 1
and 64
[2]

Number of buffers used by
DB2 at backup and restore.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
BUFFER_SIZE

Integer between 16 
(64 KB) and
1 048 576 (4 TB)
[16]

Size of buffers in 4 KB
pages, used by DB2 at
backup and restore.

It is strongly recommended
to use the same buffer size
during backup and restore
operations.

Optional;

TINA_DB2_
COMPRESS

yes
[no]

Enables the database
backup compression
through DB2. You can only
use this option with DB2 V8
FP4 level or higher.

Optional
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Environment
variables

Possible values
[default] Description Status

TINA_DB2_
CONTAINER_CFG

Access path

Must be an existing
file that contains the
set tablespace
commands.

From DB2 V9 onwards.

Redefines the tablespace
containers when restoring a
database which is NOT in
Automatic Storage.

The variable should contain
the full path of a
configuration script
containing commands of the
form:

set tablespace containers
for 0 using ( path
'/home/db2i95_1/container0'
)

Do not use the TINA_DB2_
CONTAINER_CFG variable in
conjunction with the TINA_
DB2_REDIRECT_PATH
variable. Tina issues a
warning and cancels the
restore if you specify both.

See Specific Scenarios.

Optional

TINA_DB2_DUMP_
TO_DISK

Access path.

Must be an existing
directory path that
contains the dump file
containing the
database backup.
There must be
enough space in the
directory to restore
the dump file.

Enables to restore the
backup into a dump file
(instead of a database).

Optional

TINA_DB2_INST_
PTR_SIZE

32 [64] Word Width creation
parameter for the instance.
Set this variable to 32 to
back up a 32-bit instance on
a 64-bit platform. For
Solaris only.

Optional
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Environment
variables

Possible values
[default] Description Status

TINA_DB2_
NEWLOGPATH

Access path From DB2 V9 onwards.

Specifies the access path to
the directory in which the
DB2 log files are redirected
during restore. See Specific
Scenarios.

Optional

TINA_DB2_OPEN_
TIMEOUT_BACKUP

Integer in seconds
[120]

Specifies the timeout for
connecting to the Db2 server
during a backup operation.
You must not set it to a value
lower than default.

Optional

TINA_DB2_OPEN_
TIMEOUT_
RESTORE

Integer in seconds
[600]

Specifies the timeout for
connecting to the Db2 server
during a restore operation.
You must not set it to a value
lower than default.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
OVERFLOW_LP

Directory path Path of a directory in which
logs are restored whenever
the space allocated by DB2
is not sufficient. During a
rollforward, the path is
indicated to DB2.

Optional
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Environment
variables

Possible values
[default] Description Status

TINA_DB2_
REDIRECT_PATH

List of comma-
separated access
paths

Before DB2 V9.1.
Restore path for containers
of DMS databases if
redirected restore is
required in case of this error
SQL0294N The container
is already in use.

From DB2 V9.1 onwards.

Access path to the directory
in which the databases in
Automatic Storage are
redirected. Can contains a
list of paths separated by
commas.

Example. TINA_DB2_
REDIRECT_PATH=
/home/db2user/data1,
/home/db2user/data2

You cannot use the TINA_
DB2_REDIRECT_PATH
variable in conjunction with
the TINA_DB2_CONTAINER_
CFG variable. Tina issues a
warning and cancels the
restore if you specify both.
See Specific Scenarios.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
ROLLFORWARD

[yes]

no

Enables to automatically
rollforward the logs at the
end of the restore session
for databases in rollforward
pending status.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
TARGET_DB

String

(maximum
8 characters)

Name that you want to give
to the restored database.

Optional
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Environment
variables

Possible values
[default] Description Status

TINA_DB2_
TARGET_PATH

Access path Before DB2 V9.1.

Target restore path if you
want to restore to a directory
different from the original
one.

It is only useful if the TINA_
DB2_TARGET_DB variable is
set.

From DB2 V9.1 onwards.

Target restore path for the
configuration files and the
log files of a database.

It is useful in most specific
restore scenarios.

See Specific Scenarios.

OnWindows, the path
consists of the drive name,
e.g., C:

Optional

Updating DB2 v9 to v10
DB2 v10 uses a different directory structure to archive log files (i.e., LOGARCHMETH1 = DISK). If
you use this parameter, apply this special procedure when upgrading a DB2 v9 database to DB2
v10.

To create a DB2 v9 to v10

1. Put the database offline.
2. Back up the database.
3. Set the logarchmeth1 parameter to either logretain or none.
4. Update the database to DB2 v10.
5. Set the logarchmeth1 parameter to DISK.
6. Back up the database to activate the new setting.
7. Bring the database online.

Note: Tina for DB2 Graphical Mode does not support the IBM PureScale product.
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CHAPTER3-Tina for DB2 Command Mode
These topics present and describe Tina for DB2 Command Mode:

l Presenting Tina for DB2 Command Mode
l Installing and ConfiguringTina for DB2 Command Mode
l Backing up DB2 Data
l Restoring and Recovering Data
l HADROption
l Spectrum Protect Snapshot

Presenting Tina for DB2 Command Mode
This topic describes this information:
• DB2 Instance Structure
• DB2 Instance Administration
• Backup and Recovery Principles

DB2 Instance Structure
The DB2 instance, also called Database Manager, handles data. It controls data transactions
and the system resources allocated to data. Each instance represents a working DB2
environment with its own databases. Databases cannot be shared between instances. This
diagram illustrates the instance organization:

This table describes the DB2 components:
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DB2
Component Description

Database A relational database arranges data in a group of tables. Each database
contains at least these components:

• System catalog tables that describe the physical and logical data structure.
The system catalog tables also gather information concerning object
definition and user access rights to these objects.

• A configuration file containing the value of the parameters defined for the
database.

• A recovery log containing ongoing transactions.
• A recovery history file keeping track of all backup and restore operations.

This file is useful to recover all or part of a database at a specific point in
time.

• Databases can be partitioned.

Database
Alias

An alias is an access point to a database composed of the alias name, user
authentication, comment, etc. It is stored in the database directory of the
instance.

Nodegroup A nodegroup is a set of one or more database partitions.

Tablespace A tablespace is a logical gathering of table. The tablespace attributes are
recorded in the system catalog tables. Tablespaces are composed of
containers. A container is a physical object containing tables.

Table A table consists of data organized in rows and columns. Data located in the
same table are logically related. Data in tables can be accessed through an
SQL request.

For details concerning DB2 architecture concepts, see the IBM documentation, especially the
DB2 Universal Database Administration Guide.

DB2 Instance Administration

Administration Tools

Control Center
The DB2 Control Center (db2cc) is a graphical tool used to administer instances, databases and
their objects, such as views, tables or indexes. This is the Control Center main window:
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For additional information concerning the Control Center, see the IBM documentation, especially
the Administration Guide: Implementation.

Command Line Processor
Use the command line processor (CLP) to launch utilities or SQL requests on databases. You
can start the CLP with one of these modes:
• Interactive, with the db2 => prompt.
• Command, where each command must be prefixed with db2.
• Batch, using the -f option.

The quit and terminate commands bring you out of the interactive mode.

The ? character enables you to get some help on all available commands.

The ! character enables you to execute a system command.

System Commands
You can use system commands in a script or in a command mode screen to maintain
DB2 instances.

For additional information concerning the Command Line Processor and the system commands,
see the IBM documentation, especially the Command ReferenceGuide.
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Instance Environment

OS Instance Environment

Windows Each DB2 instance is defined with the DB2INSTANCE environment variable for the
entire system. You can specify or create an administrator upon creating the
instance. The administrator’s name is usually db2admin in the system domain.
He has DB2 administrative rights for the instance, namely, the SYSADM,
SYSCTRL, and SYSMAINT authority.

The setup creates a command window tab that defines the environment of the
DB2 instance installed on the system, for all the DB2 administration tools.

Unix Each DB2 instance has an administrator user bearing the same name as the
instance. That user has DB2 administrative rights for the instance, namely, the
SYSADM, SYSCTRL and SYSMAINT authority.

Prior to using DB2 administration tools, you must run these scripts to define the
instance environment in the active shell:

• . INSTHOME/sqllib/db2profile in Bourne and Korn shell.
• source INSTHOME/sqllib/db2cshrc in C shell.

where INSTHOME is the DB2 instance directory.

Starting and Stopping a DB2 Instance

OS Procedure

Windows Starting or stopping the instance takes place through a service bearing the same
name as the instance. These are the options to start.stop an instance on
Windows:

• In the Windows service manager.
• With the net start and net stop commands.
• With db2start or db2stop.

Unix To start or stop an instance:

1 Execute the db2profile or db2cshrc environment script.

2 Launch the db2start command to start, or db2stop to stop the instance.

Database Configuration Parameters
You can view the list of the database configuration parameters using this command through the
Command Line Processor:

db2 => get database configuration for <db_alias>

You can modify the database configuration parameters using this command through the
Command Line Processor:
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db2 => update database configuration for <db_alias> using <parameter_name>
<parameter_value>

Backup and Recovery Principles
Backing up a database consists in copying data to guarantee its availability, should the original
data be damaged. The copy is stored on a different media. If the database is corrupted, you can
rebuild it from a backed up file. This process is called recovery. Recovery enables you to
reassemble incomplete or missing transactions to bring the database to a consistent status.

You can use these two different recovery methods:
• Version Recovery consists in restoring a previous version of the database from a backed

up file. All the transactions performed after the backup are lost.
• Rollforward Recovery enables to restore all the transactions performed after the backup. In

order to recover a database with a rollforward, you must have backed up the database, and
archived the logs.

For additional information concerning the DB2 backup principles, see the IBM documentation,
especially the Data Recovery and High Availability Guide and Reference.

The DB2 instance administrator triggers the database backup and recovery through the DB2
Command Line Processor, or uses the Control Center to schedule them. The DB2 engine
performs these steps:
• Determines what data to back up or restore.
• Communicates with the Tina library.
• Transfers data.
• Records the operation in the History file.

Role of Tina
The Tina library (libtina_db2vp_x.so on Unix machine or libtina_db2vp_x.dll onWindows
machine, where x is the DB2 version) transfers the data received from DB2 to the Tina server.

Tina server transfers the data on the storage media and handles the mounting and unmounting of
media. It then records the backed up data into an archive folder. The media pool retention period
chosen for the archive folder determines the life cycle of the backups.

This diagram shows the interaction between the various backup components:
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Managing the Recovery Log
Each DB2 database contains a recovery log (or system log) consisting of files that keep track of
all the database modifications. If you must restore the database at a point in time later than the
last backup date, you must reapply the modifications made after the last backup date.

Methods to manage the recovery log

This table describes the two methods available:

Mode Description

Circular When the log files are full, the database reuses the first log file, overwriting it. This
mode does not allow the online backup of the database.

Archived When the log files are full, the database creates as many new log files as
necessary.

In archived mode, you can automate the log file management. When the
database creates new log files, the database can automatically archive the full
log files. The log files can also be truncated.

The archived files removed from disk are called inactive logs. The command
used to archive the logs is userexit.
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Tina tool to archive log files

Tina for DB2 User Exit for Log Files is an implementation of the userexit command according to
IBM specifications. This command enables you to archive and restore log files to a storage media
through Tina.

Installing and Configuring
Tina for DB2 Command Mode
This topic describes the Tina for DB2 Command Mode client installation:
• Prerequisites
• Installing Tina for DB2
• Configuring a Database Backup
• Configuring Log File Archiving
• PureScale Backup

Prerequisites
This topic describes this information:
• Supported Operating Systems and Versions
• Installation Prerequisites

Supported Operating Systems and Versions
The list of operating systems supported by Tina for DB2 Command Mode is subject to frequent
changes; ; for the most up-to-date information, see the Tina Compatibility Guide.

Installation Prerequisites
Prior to installing Tina for DB2 Command Mode, you must install a DB2 production database.

See the corresponding DB2 documentation.

Installing Tina for DB2
You must install a Tina agent on the machine hosting the DB2 instance, if you have not already
done so.

See the Tina Installation Documentation for details on installation.

You must also configure Tina for DB2 Command Mode by providing this information when
creating or editing an archive folder of DB2 type:
• OnWindows, the path of the DB2 home directory if the default path is not correct.
• On Unix, the DB2 Administration Instance Name.

For additional information concerning the creation of archive folders, see Creating an Archive
Folder.
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Installed Files
During the Tina for DB2 Command Mode setup, these files are installed:

File name Location

Windows hosts.

libtina_db2vp_x.dll
where x is the first digit of
the DB2 version.

%TINA_HOME%\Bin

libtina_clt.dll <DB2_installation_directory>\bin

db2uext2.cmd <DB2_installation_directory>\bin

tn_db2.conf <DB2_installation_directory>\tina

Unix hosts.

libtina_db2vp_x.so
where x is the first digit of
the DB2 version.

$TINA_HOME/Lib

db2uext2 <DB2_installation_directory>/bin

tn_db2.conf <DB2_installation_directory>/tina
with a INSTHOME/sqllib/tina-><DB2_installation_
directory>/tina link for each instance.

Note: For DB2 version 8.1 FP15 on a Linux kernel 2.6, use the libtina_db2vp_8_fp15.so
library.
For DB2 version 8 on a 64-bit Solaris platform with an 32-bit instance, use the libtina_
db2vp_8_32.so library.

Configuring a Database Backup
These are the different steps for configuring a database backup:
• Creating a user with specific permissions.

Grant the user that administers the DB2 instance archiving rights in Tina prior to performing
any backup and restore. See the Atempo-Tina Administrator’s Documentation.

• Creating a media pool.
Create a media pool to back up DB2 objects. Then, associate this media pool with the
archive folder containing the DB2 backup. See the Atempo-Tina Administrator’s
Documentation.

• Creating an archive folder.
See Creating an Archive Folder.

• Filling the Tina configuration file.
See Filling the Tina Configuration File.

• Optional. Activating incremental and delta backups.
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See Unix.

Creating an Archive Folder
The DB2 databases backed up by Tina for DB2 Command Mode are stored into archive folders.
This procedure guides you through the creation of an archive folder.

To create an archive folder

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Data Management   Archive Folders. The Archive Folders pane opens.
3. Click the New Archive Folder button to launch the Archive Folder Creation Wizard.
4. Create an archive folder with these parameters:

• Use any name for the folder name.
• Select a folder of DB2 type.
• Select the platform that hosts the DB2 server in the list.
• DB2 Configuration: Provide the path of the DB2 home directory if the default path is

not correct (windows) or the DB2 Administration Instance Name (Unix). At this point
the tn_db2.conf configuration file will be created and partially configured for your
environment. Open it in a text editor to add any missing parameters, as described in
Filling the Tina Configuration File. The topic provides a full list of the parameters and
describes how to duplicate and rename the file as many times as necessary if you
have several DB2 instances and require a different configuration for each instance.
The configuration information is also available in the file itself.

• Keywords: Atempo recommends not to associate keywords with the DB2 archive
folders to enable for archive creation without mandatory keywords during a backup.

• Select the archiving format (TiNa, sidf, or none).

Note: Due to tar and cpio archiving limitations, these formats are not available to
back up DB2 databases through Tina for DB2 Command Mode.

• Data compression: Atempo recommends to compress data in order to minimize the
backed up volume (TiNa format only).

• Associate it with a main media pool created for DB2 backups.
• Assign the DB2 user as the owner of the folder and grant him all access rights.

Note: To perform multiple writing of your backups, you must associate as many pools
as you want copies, with a maximum of 4 copies. To do so, edit the archive folder: Click
the Archive Folder Details button, select a host and go to the Media Pools area of the
Properties tab.

For additional information concerning the creation of archive folders, see the Tina Archiving
Documentation.

Filling the Tina Configuration File
You must enter the Tina variables information necessary to the backup and restore of DB2
objects, in the configuration file.

The tn_db2.conf file is generic to all DB2 instances. To have a configuration file specific to each
instance, you must create as many configuration files as there are instances. Name the
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configuration files as follows: tn_db2_<DB2INSTANCE_Name>.conf where DB2INSTANCE is the
instance name.

Note: The name of the DB2 instance (DB2INSTANCE_Name) is case sensitive. Ensure the
configuration file name matches the case of the instance name.

Tina Variables

The Tina setup automatically specifies some of the mandatory variables. You must set optional
variables only if your Tina environment does not use default values.

Note: Tina can retrieve the TINA and TINA_SERVICE_NAME variables from the script $TINA_
HOME/.tina.sh (Unix) or %TINA_HOME%\Bin\tina.cmd (Windows). Do not include these
two variables in the tn_db2.conf file.

This table lists all the variables available:

Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_COMM_
BY_PIPE

Boolean
[no] on Unix except
AIX
[yes] on AIX and
Windows

Forces the use of pipes instead of
sockets for local inter-process
communications.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
CATALOG

String Name of the Tina catalog used to
back up and restore DB2 objects

Mandatory in a
multi-catalog
environment.

TINA_DB2_
CONF_FILE

Path

[<DB2_
installation_
directory>/tina]

Path of the directory where the tn_
db2.conf file is located.

Use this variable only for database
backup or restore, not for log files.
If you are backing up or restoring
log files, the tn_db2.conf file must
be located in the default directory.
You must then use the OPTIONS
keyword to specify the value of
TINA_DB2_CONF_FILE in the
backup command.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
EVENT_DIR

Path
[home directory of the
db2 instance]

Path of the directory where events
relating to the libtina_db2vp
library are stored

Optional

TINA_DB2_
FOLDER

String Name of the archive folder where
DB2 object backups are stored

Mandatory
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_DB2_
SHM_SIZE

[32 MB] to 1 GB Size in bytes of the shared memory
used by DB2 to communicate with
Tina.

If you have manually set the DB2
buffer size using the BUFFER
variable, TINA_DB2_SHM_SIZE
must be at least twice the size of
the buffer.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
SECURE_
SESSION_ID

String ID required when restoring data
secured through Security &
Compliance Manager

Mandatory to
restore
secured data

TINA_DB2_
SYS_LIB_PATH

Path Path of the system libraries that
must be added in the tina_stream
and tina_restore command
environment

Optional
Unix only

TINA_DB2_
TRACE_DEBUG

[0]-2 Level of trace for the Tina events Optional

TINA_DB2_
TRANSIT_DIR

Path Path of a temporary directory
supported by Tina, if the DB2 log
files are located on a file system
which is not supported by Tina.

This directory must have sufficient
space to hold a copy of the log files
being backed up.

Optional

TINA_DB2_
USER

String Name of the DB2 instance
administrator acting as backup
operator

Mandatory

TINA_HOME Path
[/usr/tina]

Tina installation directory path Mandatory,
specified by
the setup

TINA_OPEN_
PIPE_
TIMEOUT_
BACKUP

Integer
[120]

Timeout for opening the pipe at
backup. Must not be set to a value
lower than default

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_OPEN_
PIPE_
TIMEOUT_
RESTORE

Integer
[600]

Timeout for opening the pipe at
restore. Must not be set to a value
lower than default

Optional

TINA_
SERVICE_TCP_
NUM

Integer
[2525]

Tina TCP port number Mandatory if
the default
value is not
used

TINA_
SERVICE_UDP_
NUM

Integer
[2526]

Tina UDP port number Mandatory if
the default
value is not
used

TINA_
TIMEOUT_IO

Integer in seconds
[86400]

Timeout allowed between the
restore of two DB2 objects

Optional
Unix only

Configuration File Syntax

These are the syntax rules for the configuration file:
• Define one variable per line.
• The line format is: VARIABLE_NAME=VARIABLE_VALUE
• The # character indicates the beginning of a comment ending at the end of the line.
• If you define a variable more than once, only the last occurrence is taken into account.

Configuration File Samples for Windows and Unix

The tn_db2.conf text file opens with some information on how it is used by each system and a
description of all available parameters. The editable configuration appears at the end:
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Windows

# # file: tn_db2.conf
# location: <DB2_installation_directory>\tina
# links: $INST_HOME/sqllib/tina -> <DB2_installation_directory>/tina
# aim: This file is read by Time Navigator libtina_db2vp.dll library and
# db2uext2.cmd script to set the Time Navigator parameters.
# syntaxe: VARIABLE_NAME=variable_value
# variables:
# TINA_SERVICE_TCP_NUM Time Navigator TCP port number
# TINA_SERVICE_UDP_NUM Time Navigator UDP port number
# TINA_HOME Time Navigator home directory Mandatory
# TINA_DB2_FOLDER Time Navigator default archive folder Mandatory
# TINA_DB2_FOLDER_LOG Time Navigator log archive folder
# TINA_DB2_USER DB2 backup operator Mandatory
# TINA_DB2_CATALOG Time Navigator default catalog
# TINA_DB2_CATALOG_LOG Time Navigator log catalog
# TINA_DB2_SECURE_SESSION_ID Session Identifier of a secure restore
# TINA_COMM_BY_PIPE Force Time Navigator IPC through pipes YES/NO
# TINA_OPEN_PIPE_TIMEOUT_BACKUP Time Navigator timeout for opening the
# pipe during backup (120 seconds by default)
# TINA_OPEN_PIPE_TIMEOUT_RESTORE Time Navigator timeout for opening
# the pipe during restore (300 seconds by default)
# TINA_DB2_SHM_SIZE Size of shared memory used by DB2 to communicate
# with Time Navigator in Bytes.
# TINA_DB2_EVENT_DIR Path of the directory for shared memory and
# libtina_db2vp logs.
# TINA_DB2_TRACE_DEBUG Time Navigator trace level. To be set upon #
Support Team request only (0 by default)

TINA_HOME=C:\Program Files\Tina
TINA_DB2_FOLDER=computer.db2
TINA_DB2_USER=db2admin
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Unix

# file: tn_db2.conf
# location: <DB2_installation_directory>/tina
# links: $INST_HOME/sqllib/tina -> <DB2_installation_directory>/tina
# aim: This file is read by Time Navigator libtina_db2vp.so library and
# db2uext2 script to set the Time Navigator parameters.
# syntaxe: VARIABLE_NAME=variable_value
# variables:
# TINA_SERVICE_TCP_NUM Time Navigator TCP port number
# TINA_SERVICE_UDP_NUM Time Navigator UDP port number
# TINA_HOME Time Navigator home directory Mandatory
# TINA_DB2_FOLDER Time Navigator default archive folder Mandatory
# TINA_DB2_FOLDER_LOG Time Navigator log archive folder
# TINA_DB2_USER DB2 backup operator Mandatory
# TINA_DB2_CATALOG Time Navigator default catalog
# TINA_DB2_CATALOG_LOG Time Navigator log catalog
# TINA_DB2_SYS_LIB_PATH System library entries to add
# TINA_DB2_SECURE_SESSION_ID Session Identifier of a secure restore
# TINA_TIMEOUT_IO Time Navigator input/output timeout
# TINA_COMM_BY_PIPE Force Time Navigator IPC through pipes YES/NO
# TINA_OPEN_PIPE_TIMEOUT_BACKUP Time Navigator timeout for opening
# the pipe during backup (120 seconds by default)
# TINA_OPEN_PIPE_TIMEOUT_RESTORE Time Navigator timeout for opening # the
pipe during restore (300 seconds by default)
# TINA_DB2_SHM_SIZE Size of shared memory used by DB2 to communicate #
with Time Navigator in Bytes.
# TINA_DB2_EVENT_DIR Path of the directory for shared memory and
# libtina_db2vp logs.
# TINA_DB2_TRACE_DEBUG Time Navigator trace level. To be set upon
# Support Team request only (0 by default)

TINA_HOME=/usr/tina
TINA_DB2_FOLDER=hostname.db2
TINA_DB2_USER=db2as
TINA_DB2_SYS_LIB_PATH=/usr/lib/lib

Activating Incremental and Delta Backup
To perform incremental or delta backups of your DB2 databases, enable the trackmod option by
running this command in the DB2 Command Line Processor:

update database configuration for <database> using trackmod on

where <database> corresponds to the name of the database involved.

For additional information concerning incremental and delta backup, see DB2 Backup Types.

Configuring Log File Archiving
Tina for DB2 interfaces with the DB2 automated archived log command: userexit. To use this
functionality, you must perform these steps:
• Create a specific archive folder for the log files (if you want to keep the log file backup

separate from the database files).
• Configure a tn_db2.conf file (if you want to keep the log file backup separate from the

database file).
• Optional. Activate the no_rewind_after_backup parameter.
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• Configure DB2.

Archive Folder
The DB2 log files backed up by Tina for DB2 User Exit can either be stored in the same archive
folder as the database backups, or in a separate one. If you decide to create a new archive folder
for the log files, ensure that its characteristics are the same as the database archive folder ones.

To create a new archive folder, see Creating an Archive Folder.

tn_db2.conf Configuration File
If you want to keep the log file backup in a separate archive folder from the database files, add
these environment variables in the tn_db2.conf file:

Environment
Variable

Possible
values
[default]

Description Status

TINA_DB2_
FOLDER_LOG

String Name of the archive folder where the
DB2 log file backups are stored.

Mandatory

TINA_DB2_
CATALOG_LOG

String Name of the Tina catalog used to
backup and restore DB2 log files.

Mandatory in multi-
catalog environment

For additional information concerning the tn_db2.conf file, see Filling the Tina Configuration
File.

Preventing Cartridge Rewinding after a Backup
Atempo recommends that you set the Prevent Cartridge Rewinding after a Backup (no_rewind_
after_backup) parameter on the Tina server. Since the userexit command archives the log
one after another, this parameter prevents the rewinding of the tape following each archiving.

For additional information, see the Atempo-Tina Tunables Guide.

DB2 Configuration
To activate the automated archived log mode, apply these options to the DB2 database:
• logretain off

update database configuration for <database> using logretain off

where <database> corresponds to the name of the database involved.
• userexit on

update database configuration for <database> using userexit on

where <database> corresponds to the name of the database involved.
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• Upon modifying the options above, the database status becomes 'backup
pending'. You must perform a full backup of the database to be able to connect
to it.

• From DB2 version 8.2 onwards, the logarchmeth1 and logarchmeth2
parameters have replaced the userexit and logretain parameters.

For more information on the logarchmeth1 and logarchmeth2 parameters, see DB2
Configuration.

PureScale Backup
The IBM PureScale feature enables two or more servers, organized in a cluster, to access a
single copy of a DB2 database simultaneously, improving data throughput and avoiding
downtime in the event of a server failure. Each server has its own logs, but must be able to
back up and restore the logs of the other cluster servers.

Tina for DB2 supports command-line backup in a Unix-based PureScale environment. It does not
support Windows systems and Graphic mode.

DB2 Configuration

To configure DB2 with PureScale for Tina

1. Set the logarchmeth1 parameter to userexit to enable the automatic archiving of
transaction logs.

2. Set TRACKMOD to ON to enable the online incremental backups.
3. Perform a full offline backup.

Tina Configuration
In a PureScale configuration, each server has its own set of logs.

The DB2 log files may be located on a file system which Tina does not support by (e.g., MMFS on
AIX). In this case, Tina must first copy the log files to a temporary directory that uses a compatible
file system (e.g., ext3), and then back them up.

To configure Tina

1. Ensure to install a Tina agent on every cluster server.
2. Ensure that the tn_db2.conf files are identical on every cluster server.

Archive Folder

In the database archive folder, the different sets of logs are distinguished by the Node numbers.
This list provides an example of different logs in a database:

arch;101;101;0;Bytes;2014-07-25 10:50;;;/.db2sdin1.NEWDB.NODE0000; file;-1;-
1;180,336;KB;2014-07-30

(...)
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arch;101;101;0;Bytes;2014-07-30 09:12;;;/.db2sdin1.NEWDB.NODE0001;
file;101;101;12,364;Bytes;2014-07-30

(...)

arch;101;101;0;Bytes;2014-07-30 09:15;;;/.db2sdin1.NEWDB.NODE0002;
file;101;101;12,364;Bytes;2014-07-30

(...)

arch;101;101;0;Bytes;2014-07-30 09:18;;;/.db2sdin1.NEWDB.NODE0003;
file;101;101;12,364;Bytes;2014-07-30

Performing a backup
To back up and restore a database, use the standard DB2 database backup commands.

Example.

db2 backup db sample online load $TINA_HOME/Lib/libtina_db2vp_10.so

db2 restore db sample load $TINA_HOME/Lib/libtina_db2vp_10.so taken at
20140801102158

db2 rollforward db sample to end of backup and complete

Note: During a restore operation, DB2 must restore all the log files saved from all the cluster
servers. To limit the number of log files required during the restoration, perform regular full
backups.

Backing up DB2 Data

Backing up a DB2 instance
Tina gathers the data sent by DB2 in a communication pipe through the tina_stream process.
Then, it stores the data in an archive folder on a storage media.

DB2 Log Files Archiving
This topic describes this information:
• Archiving Log Files Commands
• DB2 Message

Archiving Log Files Commands
Depending on whether the database is in Automated archived log mode, the commands for
archiving log files are different:
• If the database is in Automated archived log mode, DB2 automatically launches the log

files archiving commands through the User Exit when necessary. The current active log file
is closed and the database switches to a new active log file. The DB2 User Exit process
archives the closed log files.
IBM recommends using the PRUNE LOGFILE command to remove archived log files.
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• If the database is not in Automated archived log mode, you can manually perform the
archiving through the Command Line Processor (CLP) or the Control Center interface
using this command:

archive log for database <database>
Where: <database> is the name of the database for which you are backing up logs.

Note: Log file backups display as incremental backups in Tina jobs.

For additional information concerning the DB2 commands and backup procedures, see the IBM
documentation, especially Data Recovery and High Availability Guide and Reference.

DB2 Message
This DB2 message displays if the archiving is successful:

DB20000I The ARCHIVE LOG command completed successfully

Viewing Backed Up Data

Tina Archive Folder
Tina stores the backed up databases and log files into archives that you can view in Restore &
Archive Manager.

To view backed up data

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager.
2. Select Archiving   View.
3. Enter the name of the archive folder containing the backups (you could have more than one

folder if you chose to separate the database from the log file backup) in the Folder Name
text box. If you do not know the exact name of the archive folder, use the Search feature.

4. Click OK. The archive folder displays in the file tree.
5. Open the archive folder to view the backups:

• The files related to a database (data files and/or log files) are located in an archive
named:
server_name.instance_name.database_name.node_name

• The database file backups are named: DATA.SESSION.session_number
This screen represents two archives containing the files of two distinct databases: the JSK
database and the SAMPLE database. Each archive contains one database file and several
log files.
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Note: If your DB2 server is on a local machine, the server name does not display in the
archive name. It is replaced by a space.

6. Select a backup file, either a database or a log, and select Tree   Selection   Versions to
view all the backup version of this particular file.
For a database file, the backup date corresponds to the timestamp assigned by DB2 when
the file was backed up.

Note: If you backed up individual table spaces, their backup files are located in the archive
of the database they belong to. The only sign that a backup version contains a whole
database rather than a single table space is the size of the file.

Recovery History File
To list all the known database backup files contained in the recovery history file, run this
command in the Command Line Processor (CLP):

list history backup all for database <database>

where <database> is the name of the database you want to view.
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Event Files
If a backup or a restore was not successful, you can consult the event files to troubleshoot the
problem. Both Tina and DB2 generates event files. You can find events in these locations:
• The standard Command Line Processor output or the Warning window of the Control

Center.
• The DB2 db2diag.log file located in the %INSTANCE_HOME% directory (Windows) or the

$INSTANCE_HOME/sqllib/db2dump directory (Unix).
• The Tina event file in the Web Administration.

For additional information concerning the Tina events, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

Restoring and Recovering Data
The complete recovery of a DB2 database takes place in two steps:
1. Restore of the database as it was on a specific date.
2. Recovery of the log files created between the backup date and the restore date.

Database Restore
Tina sends data into a communication pipe to DB2 through the tina_restore process. By
default, DB2 requires the most recent backup version.

Launching a Restore
You can run the DB2 restore commands either in the Command Line Processor (CLP) or in the
Control Center interface. This topic provides details about some commands.

For additional information concerning the DB2 restore commands and procedures, see the IBM
documentation, especially Data Recovery and High Availability Guide and Reference.

Restore Command Syntax

For each command, you must enter the absolute path of the Tina library for DB2. The name
depends on the operating system and on the DB2 version:

Windows.

The library name is libtina_db2vp_x.dll, where you must replace x by the first digit of the DB2
version. For instance libtina_db2vp_9.dll for DB2 version 9.xx.

Unix.

The library name is libtina_db2vp_x.so, where you must replace x by the first digit of the DB2
version. For instance libtina_db2vp_9.so for DB2 version 9.xx.

Note: For the DB2 version 8.1 FP15 on a Linux kernel 2.6, use the libtina_db2vp_8_
fp15.so library.
For the DB2 version 8 on a 64-bit Solaris platform with an 32-bit instance, use the libtina_
db2vp_8_32.so library.
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Restore Scenarios

To restore a database

1. Disconnect all users from the database you want to restore. This makes the database
unavailable to all users and applications for the duration of the restore.

2. Execute this command:
restore database <database> load "<lib|dll_path>"
where:
<database> is the name of the database to restore.
<lib|dll_path> is the absolute path to the library.

For information on the library name, see Restore Command Syntax.

Example.

This command restores the most recent backup of the SAMPLE database (Windows format):

restore database sample load "c:\Program Files\Atempo\Bin\libtina_db2vp_
9.dll"

To restore a previous backup of a database

1. Disconnect all users from the database you want to restore. This makes the database
unavailable to all users and applications for the duration of the restore.

2. In Restore & Archive Manager, display the various backup versions of the database to be
restored, using the procedure: Viewing Backed Up Data.

3. Select the backup version to be restored and note the backup date which corresponds to
the DB2 backup timestamp.

Note: The timestamp is also available in the DB2 recovery history file. See Recovery
History File.

4. Enter this command:
restore database <database> load "<lib|dll_path>" taken at
<aaaammjjhhmmss>
where:
<database> is the name of the database to restore.
<aaaammjjhhmmss> is the date of the backup version to restore.
<lib|dll_path> is the absolute path to the library.

For information on the library name, see Restore Command Syntax.

Example.

This command restores a backup of the SAMPLE database performed on august 5, 2014 at
16:44:48 (Unix format):

restore database SAMPLE taken at 20140805164448 load "/usr/tina/Lib/libtina_
db2vp_9.so"

Note: You can truncate the backup date to omit the time. For instance, you can specify
20140805. If several backups were performed on that day (august 5, 2014), the most recent
version is restored.
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To restore a database on a given date

Note: To restore a database on a given date, you must perform the transaction log archiving
through the userexit command.

1. Disconnect all users from the database you want to restore. This makes the database
unavailable to all users and applications for the duration of the restore.

2. Enter this command:
restore database <database> load "<lib|dll_path>" taken at
<aaaammjjhhmmss>
where:
<database> is the name of the database to be restored.
<aaaammjjhhmmss> is the date when you want the database to be restored.
<lib|dll_path> is the absolute path to the library.
For information on the library name, see Restore Command Syntax.

Note: As of DB2 8.2, you must use the without rolling forward restore option so
that there is no automatic rollforward.

3. At the end of the restore session, the database is in rollforward pending status. Enter these
commands to put the database online exactly as it was at the given date:

db2 => rollforward db sample1 to 2010-12-
27.16.26.42

Rollforward Status

Input database alias = sample1

Number of nodes have returned
status

= 1

Node number = 0

Rollforward status = DB working

Next log file to be read = S0000013.LOG

Log files processed = S0000006.LOG - S0000012.LOG

Last committed transaction = 2010-12-27-15.26.43.000000

db2 => rollforward db sample1 complete
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Rollforward Status

Input database alias = sample1

Number of nodes have returned
status

= 1

Node number = 0

Rollforward status = not pending

Next log file to be read =

Log files processed = S0000006.LOG - S0000012.LOG

Last committed transaction = 2010-12-27-15.26.43.000000

DB20000I The ROLLFORWARD command completed
successfully.

To restore a database backed up in multi-session mode

1. Disconnect all users from the database you want to restore. This makes the database
unavailable to all users and applications for the duration of the restore.

2. Execute this command:
restore database <database> load "<lib|dll_path>" open <number_sessions>
sessions
where:
<database> is the name of the database to be restored.
<number_sessions> is the number of restore sessions to open.
<lib|dll_path> is the absolute path to the library.

For information on the library name, see Restore Command Syntax.

Note: The number of restore sessions must be the same as the number of backup sessions
used to back up the database.

Example.

This command restores the most recent backup of the SAMPLE database (Unix format). This
backup was performed in multi-session mode with three sessions.

restore database SAMPLE load "/usr/tina/Lib/libtina_db2vp_9.so" open 3
sessions
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DB2 Messages
This DB2 message could display, to ask if you want to overwrite the existing database with the
restored one:

SQL2539W Warning! Restoring to an existing database that is the same as the
backup image database. The database files will be deleted. Do you want to
continue ? (y/n)

If the restore is successful, this message displays:

DB20000I The RESTORE DATABASE command completed successfully.

Log File Rollforward
This topic describes this information:
• Principle
• DB2 Messages

Principle
Rolling forward the logs enables to recover the database with all the transactions that took place
between the backup date and the incident date. The rollforward is only possible if the log files
were archived, as mentioned in DB2 Log Files Archiving.

Once the database has been restored, DB2 re-applies the log files created between the last
backup and the restore date to the database to ensure its consistency.

You can run the DB2 rollforward command either in the Command Line Processor (CLP) or in the
Control Center interface. This is the rollforward command:

rollforward database <database> to end of logs and complete

where <database> is the name of the database you want to roll forward.

For additional information concerning the DB2 rollforward commands and procedures, see the
IBM documentation, especially Data Recovery and High Availability Guide and Reference.

DB2 Messages
These messages display if the rollforward operation was successful:

Rollforward Status Value

Input database alias = jsk

Number of nodes have returned status = 1

Node number = 0

Rollforward status = not pending

Next log file to be read =
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Log files processed = S0000000.LOG - S0000001.LOG

Last committed transaction = 2010-11-12-16.36.56.000000

The ROLLFORWARD command completed successfully.

Event Files
If a backup or a restore was not successful, you can consult the event files to troubleshoot the
problem. Both Tina and DB2 generates event files. You can find events in these locations:
• The standard Command Line Processor output or the Warning window of the Control

Center.
• The DB2 db2diag.log file located in the %INSTANCE_HOME% directory (Windows) or in the

$INSTANCE_HOME/sqllib/db2dump directory (Unix).
• The Tina event file in the Web Administration.

At the end of a rollforward to the end of logs, these error messages display in the Events pane:

These error messages display because DB2 keeps asking for logs even though no more log is
available. They are of no consequence for the restore as long as the DB2 outputs indicates that
the restore was successful.

For additional information concerning the events, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

HADROption
This topic describes this information:
• About HADR (High Availability and Disaster Recovery)
• Configuring Tina and HADR
• Backing up and restoring Databases

About HADR (High Availability and Disaster Recovery)
Many reasons can lead a database server to suffer a partial or total failure, such as a power
outage, a hardware crash, a software issue, a network connectivity interruption, a human error,
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etc. You can implement the DB2 High Availability and Disaster Recovery (HADR) option for the
database to work in a high availability way. The HADR feature replicates then the database to
ensure the operation continuity for your production site, should a failure occur.

After a database server failure, to restart working in a normal way, very often you must reboot the
server and perform a database recovery. These actions interrupt the database services. In
configurations where the DB2 HADR option has been implemented, the downtime is reduced to
only a few seconds, as HADR continually replicate data changes from a source database (i.e.,
the primary database) to a target database (i.e., the standby database).

The HADRmodule sends the log records from the primary database server to the HADRmodule
of the standby server. In turn, this server reapplies all the log records to its own database copy to
keep it synchronized with the primary database. The standby server works in a continuous
rollforward mode and is always in a state of near-readiness, so the takeover to the standby is
extremely fast. Applications can only access the primary database and have no access to the
standby database.

This diagram illustrates the way HADR works:

Explanation.
1. The client interacts with the primary server as usual.
2. Logs for operations which update the database are transmitted to the standby server.
3. The primary server stores large volumes of data (e.g., backup, LOAD FROM command) using

Tina, and the standby server retrieves it.

For more details, see the IBM RedBook SG24-7363, High Availability and Disaster Recovery
Options for DB2 for Linux, Unix, and Windows.

Why Use Tina with HADR
HADR sends log records from the primary database server to the standby server, but it does not
transmit large quantities of data. To transfer large quantities of data, another mechanism is
required.

There are two situations in which a large data transfer is required:
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• During HADR initialization, you must back up the database on the primary server and
restore it on the standby server.
IBM typically suggests using FTP or file sharing to perform this backup. By using Tina for
this step, there is no need to copy the data manually.

• When loading data into a table through the DB2 LOAD FROM file command, only the
command is transmitted from the primary server to the standby server.
To be available to both servers, the file containing the data would have to be on shared
storage. By instructing the primary server to store the data in a Tina archive folder, the
standby server can retrieve the data directly.

Configuring Tina and HADR

Tina
You must have installed and configured Tina on both DB2 servers as described in Installing and
ConfiguringTina for DB2 Command Mode.

These two installations must be identical. In particular:
• You must install Tina in the same location on both servers.
• You must configure both servers to use the same archive folder.

Ensure that normal backup and restore operations work correctly on both servers before
proceeding to set up HADR.

Note: In the examples below, modify the C:\tina\libtina_db2vp_9.dll path to reflect
your Tina installation.

HADR Cluster
You can set up the HADR cluster either through the HADR wizard or from a command line
prompt.

Setting Up HDAR Using the Wizard

To set up the HADR Cluster using the DB2 HADR wizard

1. In the Configure Database Logging Wizard, select the Log Archiving tab.
2. Select the Use a user exit routine to archive the log files option. By enabling this option, DB2

is set up to archive log files to Tina.
This image illustrates the Use a user exit routine to archive the log files option:
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3. Select the Backup Image tab.
4. Configure these fields:

• Media Type: Select Vendor DLL.
• File: Specify the path to the Tina library:

– Linux. libtina_db2vp_9.so.
– Windows. libtina_db2vp_9.dll.

This image illustrates the Media Type and File fields:

Setting Up HDAR Using the DB2 Command Line

Follow the steps in the HADR documentation, but modify the backup and restore commands so
that they use Tina.

To back up the database on the primary server

> Run this command:
BACKUP DATABASE database LOAD C:\tina\libtina_db2vp_9.dll
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To restore the database on the standby server

> Run this command:
RESTORE DATABASE database LOAD "C:\tina\libtina_db2vp_9.dll" TAKEN AT
timestamp REPLACE HISTORY FILE

Loading Large Quantities of Data into a Database

Using the Command Line

To load data from a file to a table

1. On the primary server, run the DB2 LOAD FROM command.
2. Specify the COPY YES and LOAD parameters.

These parameters instruct DB2 to store the data in the Tina archive folder.

When the standby server receives the command, it automatically retrieves the data from Tina.

Example of the DB2 LOAD FROM command:

DB2 LOAD FROM filename OF DEL INSERT INTO table COPY YES
LOAD "C:\tina\libtina_db2vp_9.dll"

The Tina Job Manager shows a backup run by the primary server and a restore run by the
standby server.

To verify that the data was loaded correctly, run these commands on the standby server:

DB2 TAKEOVER HADR ON DB database

DB2 CONNECT TO database

DB2 SELECT * FROM table

Backing up and restoring Databases
To back up a database controlled by HADR, you follow the same procedure as any other
database. See the corresponding topics of this documentation for details.

Spectrum Protect Snapshot
This topic describes this information:
• About IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
• Installing Spectrum Protect Snapshot
• Using Spectrum Protect Snapshot with Time Navigator
• Troubleshooting

About IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
Tina for DB2 Command Mode includes a script that can be used by DB2 Advanced Copy
Services to perform backups via the IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot technology (formerly known
as FlashCopy).
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Spectrum Protect Snapshot (FlashCopy) creates an instant copy of a volume at a specific point in
time. FlashCopy is a hardware function that the software invokes. After you issue a FlashCopy
command, a FlashCopy relationship is created between the source and target volumes and they
become available for processing with full read/write access.

When a Spectrum Protect Snapshot relationship is established between a source and a target
volume, the technology creates a bitmap indicating which data blocks are available in the target.

Two versions of Spectrum Protect Snapshot exist:
• Standard Spectrum Protect Snapshot requires a target volume of the same capacity as the

source volume; the full amount of storage is allocated when the relationship is created. By
default, Standard Spectrum Protect Snapshot will make a copy of the entire volume in the
background.

• Spectrum Protect Snapshot SE (Space Efficient) uses a copy-on-write mechanism to copy
only changed blocks from the source volume to the target. Storage is allocated on demand,
but over time the target volume will grow and could reach the size of the original volume.

Installing Spectrum Protect Snapshot
This topic describes this information:
• Hardware
• Software

Hardware
Because Spectrum Protect Snapshot copies the volume at bit-level, the identifiers of the source
and target volumes are identical, making it impossible for a single server to mount both volumes
simultaneously. It is therefore necessary to use a backup proxy.

This diagram shows the configuration:

• Data storage: a DS8700 data server attached to the SAN. This offers two volumes, Primary
and Secondary

• A DB2 server, working with the Primary Volume
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• A Backup Proxy server, which will mount the Secondary Volume for backup
• A Time Navigator server, to back up and restore the database.

Optionally, a single physical server could be used for Time Navigator and the Backup Proxy, but
this is probably not the best configuration.

Tina agents will be required on the DB2 and Backup Proxy servers.

Software
Spectrum Protect Snapshot must be installed on the DS 8700. The corresponding version of the
DSCLI must be installed on the DB2 server to allow the script to manage the data storage.

Using Spectrum Protect Snapshot with Time Navigator
This topic describes this information:
• Requirements
• Configuration
• SSH Setup
• Authorizing Mount
• Running a Backup
• Running a Restore

Requirements
• A DS8700 storage bay implementing Spectrum Protect Snapshot

Note: This document does not include instructions on the administration of the DS8700
but assumes the user is familiar with it.

• A DB2 server with Advanced Copy Services installed

Note: The database to be backed up must be stored on volumes managed by the
DS8700.

• A proxy server for the backup

Note: The proxy server must have access to the target volumes.

• A Time Navigator server

Note: For AIX, a single machine cannot serve as both the DB2 server and the proxy server.
This is because the Spectrum Protect Snapshot source and target volumes have the same
identifiers and so cannot be mounted on the same computer.

Configuration
You must configure the DS8700 storage system, DB2 Server, Proxy Backup Server, and Tina
Server.

To configure the DS8700

1. Create a set of volumes for use by the database (Spectrum Protect Snapshot source
volumes).
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2. Create an equivalent set of volumes for backup (Spectrum Protect Snapshot target
volumes).

3. Define the connections from the volumes to the DB2 and proxy servers.

To configure the DB2 Server

1. Install a Tina agent.
2. Install the DSCLI.
3. Create a password file for the DSCLI user using managepwfile (recommended).
4. Assign the database storage to the Spectrum Protect Snapshot source volumes.
5. Authorize the DB2 user to run commands via SSH on the backup proxy without a password

(see SSH Setup).
6. Create a parameter file containing this information (a sample configuration file is supplied):

DS8700
• DS_HMC1 DS8700 name or IP address
• DS_USER DS8700 username
• DS_PASSFILE Path to a DS8700 password file

(created using the command
managepwfile)

• DS_PASSWORD DS8700 password (not recommended)

Note: Only one of DS_PASSFILE and DS_PASSWORD is required. For security
reasons, DS_PASSFILE is recommended.

• DS_DEVICE DS8700 Storage image ID
• DS_VOLUME_PAIRS DS8700 Volume pairs for

Spectrum Protect Snapshot relationship
• DS_WWPN_PROXY DS8700 Backup host connection port number
• DS_HOSTTYPE DS8700 Backup server class
• DS_VOLGRP DS8700 Backup server volume group
DB2
• DB2_MOUNT_PATH Volume to be mounted for backup
Tina
• TINA_HOME Installation directory
• TINA_USER User
• TINA_CATALOG Catalog
• TINA_BACKUP_PROXY Backup proxy server hostname
• TINA_ARCHIVE Backup folder

For example:
• DS8700 parameters

DS_HMC1=172.26.7.76
DS_USER=atempoadmin
# DS_PASSFILE=
DS_PASSWORD=atempor7iic
DS_DEVICE=IBM.2107-75VK491
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• DS8700 volume information

DS_VOLUME_PAIRS=0:5 1:6
DS_WWPN_PROXY=C0507607836F0018
DS_HOSTTYPE=pSeries
DS_VOLGRP=V1

• DB2 parameters

DB2_MOUNT_PATH=/db2data

• Tina parameters

TINA_HOME=/usr/Atempo/TimeNavigator/tina
TINA_USER=root
TINA_CATALOG=catalog
TINA_BACKUP_PROXY=atempo-backup
TINA_ARCHIVE=db2archive

The parameter file should be named tn_db2_instancename.conf or tn_db2.conf, and be
stored in either the script directory or the repository directory.
• Optionally copy the libacssc.sh script file to the repository directory.
• Verify that the libacssc.sh script file is executable.

To configure the Proxy Backup Server

• Install a Tina agent.
• Define a mount point for the Spectrum Protect Snapshot target volume.

Note: This must be identical to the mount point on the DB2 server.

• Create a user identical to the DB2 instance user.
• Allow the DB2 instance user to mount and unmount the Spectrum Protect Snapshot target

volume (see Authorizing Mount).

To configure the Tina Server

1. Declare the DB2 and proxy servers as hosts in the catalog.
2. Declare the DB2 user (for example, db2inst1) with General Supervision, Platform, and

Archiving rights.
3. Create an archive folder associated with a media pool, belonging to the DB2 instance user.

This should be a standard archive folder and not a DB2 archive folder.

SSH Setup
The DB2 instance user must have the right to run commands on the Backup Proxy using SSH,
without entering a password.

To configure SSH Setup, you must:
• Create the DB2 instance user on the Backup Proxy
• Create the SSH private-public key pair on the DB2 server
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• Copy the SSH public key to the Backup Proxy
• Check the configuration

To create the DB2 instance user on the Backup Proxy

1. On the DB2 server, locate the DB2 instance user information:

# grep db2inst1 /etc/passwd /etc/group
/etc/passwd:db2inst1:!:207:102::/db2data/db2inst1:/usr/bin/ksh
/etc/group:staff:!:1:ipsec,srvproxy,esaadmin,sshd,dasusr1,db2inst1,db2fenc1
/etc/group:dasadm1:!:101:dasusr1,db2inst1

In this case, the instance user is db2inst1, user id 207, group 102.
2. On the Backup Proxy, use standard tools to create a user with the same name and user ID.

# grep db2inst1 /etc/passwd /etc/group
/etc/passwd:db2inst1:!:207:102::/home/db2inst1:/usr/bin/ksh
/etc/group:staff:!:1:ipsec,srvproxy,esaadmin,sshd, db2inst1

To create the SSH private-public key pair on the DB2 server

l Log in to the DB2 server as the DB2 instance user.

atempo-db2 $ ssh-keygen
Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/db2data/db2inst1/.ssh/id_rsa): Press
ENTER
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase): Press ENTER
Enter same passphrase again: Press ENTER
Your identification has been saved in /db2data/db2inst1/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in /db2data/db2inst1/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
7a:92:94:88:90:87:c2:fa:c2:70:0d:2a:61:32:4a:55 db2inst1@atempo-db2
The key's randomart image is:
+--[ RSA 2048]----+
| ..E |
|.o. |
|O+o |
|B* + . . |
|* o o o S |
|+o . o |
|... + . |
| . o |
| |
+-----------------+

To copy the SSH public key to the Backup Proxy

1. Log in to the Backup Proxy as the DB2 instance user and create the .ssh directory.
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atempo-backup $ mkdir .ssh

2. Log in to the DB2 Server as the DB2 instance user and copy the public key to the Backup
Proxy:

atempo-backup $ scp -p /home/db2inst1/.ssh/id_rsa.pub db2inst1@atempo-
backup:/home/db2inst1>
db2inst1@atempo-backup's password: Enter the password
id_rsa.pub 100% 398 0.4KB/s 00:00

3. Log in to the Backup Proxy as the DB2 instance user and add the public key to the
authorized_keys file:

atempo-backup $ cat id_rsa.pub >> .ssh/authorized_keys

To check the configuration

l Check that the instance user on the DB2 server can run commands on the Backup Proxy
without entering a password:

atempo-db2 $ uname -a
AIX atempo-db2 1 7 00F8FDD74C00
atempo-db2 $ ssh atempo-backup uname -a
AIX atempo-backup 1 7 00F8FDD74C00

Authorizing Mount
The DB2 instance user must have the right to mount and unmount the DB2 data partitions. For
this, the user must:
• Be a member of the system group
• Have write permission to the mount points

To set up mounting and unmounting on the DB2 data partitions

1. On the Backup Proxy, add the instance user to the system group.
Use standard systemmanagement tools (such as smitty) or edit the file /etc/group.

atempo-backup # grep db2 /etc/passwd
/etc/passwd:db2inst1:!:207:102::/home/db2inst1:/usr/bin/ksh

2. On the Backup Proxy, give the system group write access to the mount point(s).

atempo-backup # ls -ld /db2data
drwxr-xr-x 2 root system 256 Mar 14 07:40 /db2data
atempo-backup # chmod g+w /db2data
atempo-backup # ls -ld /db2data
drwxrwxr-x 2 root system 256 Mar 14 07:40 /db2data
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3. On the DB2 server, check that the instance user can mount and unmount the file system
using SSH.

atempo-db2 $ ssh atempo-backup mount | grep db2

atempo-db2 $ ssh atempo-backup mount /db2data
atempo-db2 $ ssh atempo-backup mount | grep db2
/dev/db2lv /db2data jfs2 Mar 15 03:10 rw,log=INLINE

atempo-db2 $ ssh atempo-backup unmount /db2data
atempo-db2 $ ssh atempo-backup mount | grep db2

Running a Backup
Log in to the DB2 server as the DB2 instance user and run this command:

db2 backup db database online use snapshot script /path/to/script

Optionally, you can specify the repository directory:

db2 backup db database online use snapshot script /path/to/script
options '/path/to/repository'

For additional debugging information in the protocol file, add the “debug” option. This requires
that you use a parameter file and explicitly specify the repository:

echo "/path/to/repository debug" >/tmp/options
db2 backup db database online use snapshot script /path/to/script

options '@/tmp/options'

Piloted by DB2 Advanced Copy Services, the script will:
• Read the Spectrum Protect Snapshot and Tina configurations
• Create the Spectrum Protect Snapshot relationships
• Contact Tina to back up the database files
• Contact Tina to back up the protocol file (contains the information required to restore the

database)

Two backup tasks will be created on the Tina server: the first for the database and the second for
the protocol file. The different phases of the backup (prepare, snapshot, verify,
storemetadata) will be recorded in the events.

Note: DB2 does not support incremental backups using a snapshot script.

Running a Restore
On the DB2 server, run this command:

db2 restore db database use snapshot script /path/to/script taken at
timestamp

The script will:
• Read the Spectrum Protect Snapshot and Tina configurations
• Contact Tina to retrieve the appropriate protocol files
• Contact Tina to run the restore
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Several restore tasks will be created: one for the protocol files corresponding to restore
candidates, and then one for each directory to be restored.

The same options can be specified as for backup.

Troubleshooting
You may receive this error message on starting a restore:

SQL2081N A snapshot restore failed because some element or elements of the
database to be restored have the same name as some element or elements of
existing databases. Reason code = "2".

This generally means that some files belonging to the database have not been deleted. For
example, a leftover local backup file:

atempo-db2 $ ls –l /db2data/db2inst1/test/db2inst1/NODE0000
total 327824
-rw------- 1 db2inst1 db2iadm1 167845888 May 05 01:35
TEST.0.db2inst1.DBPART000.20170505013514.001

Moving the file out of the directory will allow the restore to proceed
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